[Scientific bases of health].
The usefulness of the change of paradigm, which treats health as a passive process, for the concept of activity, is substantiated: health is the ability of active self-protection... . The concept is worked out as a computer database, it generalizes the laws of self-smoothing, homeostasis, phylogenetic and ontogenetic regulating, following, compensation, self-disposing, systematic genesis and equilibration. The research work has shown that collection of mistakes does not make a barrier on the way of improving and does not limit the duration of health; the research work has also allowed to divide general regularities and individual affairs: the reactions' individuality is dropped by general adaptation syndrome, but because of non-typical situations the changes have an individual character and they cannot be generalized. The last idea gives specific requires on the control technology, if individuality (situationality) of conditions, state and abilities were taken into account. These regulations are hard to be done, but they do not have principle limitations. The author makes a conclusion: the perspective of using the models, uniting in the real time the abilities of men and the abilities of global computer networks, for the control and improvement of individual health, which adapt to the owner, is determined.